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Abstract 

We consider the problem of query plan optimization 
in information brokers. Information brokers are pro- 
grams that facilitate access to collections of informa- 
tion sources by hiding source-specific peculiarities and 
presenting uniform query interfaces. It is unrealistic 
to assume that data stored by information sources is 
complete. Th ere ore, f current implementations of in- 
formation brokers query all possibly relevant informa- 
tion sources in order not to miss any answers. This 
approach is very costly. We show how a weaker form of 
completeness, local completeness, can be used to min- 
imize the number of accesses to information sources. 

Introduction 
We consider the problem of query plan optimization 
in information integration. The goal of information 
integration is to provide the illusion that data stored 
by distributed information sources is stored in a single 
“global” database. Users can pose queries in terms of 
the global database scheme. These queries then need 
to be translated into queries that can be answered 
by the information sources. There are basically two 
approaches to information integration. Either the re- 
lations of the global scheme are defined in terms of 
the relations stored by the information sources (query- 
centric approach), or the relations stored by the in- 
formation sources are described in terms of the global 
scheme (source-centric approach). 

The TSIMMIS project (Chawathe et al. 1994) 
investigates the query-centric approach to informa- 
tion integration. Query planning is very efficient us- 
ing this approach, because user queries simply have 
to be matched against query templates to find the 
corresponding predefined query plans. However, the 
query-centric approach has two major disadvantages. 
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The number of possible user queries is restricted, and 
adding new information sources requires rewriting all 
related query templates. 

The Information Manifold (Kirk et al. 1995) and 
the Infomaster project (Geddis et ad. 1995) follow the 
more flexible source-centric approach. This approach 
is very well suited for dynamic environments like the 
Internet, because adding, removing, or changing an in- 
formation source only requires adding, removing, or 
changing the description of this respective information 
source. Because query plans have to be computed at 
query time, efficient query plan generation and opti- 
mization become crucial. 

While query plan generation in the source-centric 
approach has been studied extensively (Levy et al. 
1995; Rajaraman, Sagiv, & Ullman 1995; Levy, Rajara- 
man, & Ordille 1996a; 1996b; Duschka & Genesereth 
1997a; 1997b; Duschka & Levy 1997), little work has 
been done on query plan optimization, We show how 
local completeness information as introduced in (Et- 
zioni, Golden, & Weld 1994) and explained in the fol- 
lowing can be used for query plan optimization in the 
source-centric approach to information integration. 

Local completeness 

Information brokers communicate with users in terms 
of a global scheme consisting of a set of world-relations 
Pl,P27---7Pm- The broker has access to a number 
of information sources. We refer to these sources 
as ISi,...,IS,. Each information source 1Si is as- 
sumed to store a site-relation si. Ideally, a site-relation 
would be a materialized view defined in terms of world- 
relations. This view then would concisely describe the 
data stored by the information source. However, this 
requirement is seldom satisfiable in real world applica- 
tions. 

Example 1 Assume an information broker wants to 
integrate classified ads from several newspapers. One 
of the world-relations then might be a relation 
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cars-f or-sale(Manu f acturer, Model, Year, 
Mileage, Price, Phone-number) 

representing information found in used car classifieds. 
Because a specific used car classified can appear in any 
of the newspapers - the newspapers have overlapping 
markets - no newspaper is “complete” on some part 
of the cars-for-sale relation. The best one can do 
in describing the information sources is to state that 
the data they store is contained in the cars-for-sale 
relation. El 

Because frequently site-relations do not correspond 
to materialized views in terms of the world-relations, 
implementations of information brokers (Kirk et al. 
1995; Geddis et al. 1995) consider the data stored by 
an information source to be contained in the corre- 
sponding view. Using this interpretation, however, an 
information broker might be forced to retrieve much 
redundant information. If several information sources 
store data that might be relevant to a user query, then 
all of these sources need to be queried, although data 
stored by one information source might be completely 
stored by another. 

In some applications it is impossible to improve on 
this situation. If for example a user asks for used red 
sports cars, then there is no way to tell which newspa- 
per might provide matching classifieds. In many appli- 
cation domains, however, it is known that some subset 
of the data that an information source stores is com- 
plete, although the entire data stored by the informa- 
tion source might not be complete. This so called local 
completeness information can be used to minimize the 
number of information sources that need to be queried. 
We represent an information source therefore by two 
views: a conservative view vi” as a lower bound of si, 
and a liberal view vi as an upper bound of si. Conser- 
vative views describe the subsets of the data that are 
known to be complete, i.e. they encode local complete- 
ness information. 

Conservative and liberal views have the same scheme 
as the corresponding site-relations. If t is a tuple be- 
longing to the conservative view, then t is indeed stored 
by the information source. If t is a tuple stored by the 
information source, then t also belongs to the liberal 
view. In the special case that an information source 
indeed stores’a materialized view in terms of world- 
relations, the corresponding conservative and liberal 
views are identical. 

Example 2 Assume an information broker wants to 
integrate sources that 
rent market value of 

provide information on the cur- 
cars. The information broker 

might export a world-relation like 

bluebook(Manu f acturer, Model, Year, Value). 

Assume an infomation source stores current market 
values for cars, and guarantees that it has all infor- 
mation for models built after 1990. This information 
source can be descibed as follows: 

vfnf,(Ma, MO, Ye, Vu) : - 
bluebook(Ma, MO, Ye, Vu), Ye > 1990 

vinfo(Ma, MO, Ye, Vu) : - 
bluebook(Ma, MO, Ye, Vu) 

A second information source accessible by the informa- 
tion broker might be a database of the car manufac- 
turer BMW. This database stores information on all 
BMW models, and nothing else. The completeness of 
this database can be expressed by coinciding conserva- 
tive and liberal views: 

~~~~(brnw, MO, Ye, Vu) : - 
bluebook(bmw, MO, Ye, Vu) 

If a user requests information on a car build after 1990 
or built by BMW, then only information source IS;,f, 
or ISbmu, respectively needs to be queried. On the 
other hand, if a user asks for all cars with market value 
over $50,000, then both information sources have to be 
queried in order not to miss any answers. Cl 

Retrievable queries 

Given a user query, an information broker needs 
to figure out which information sources to retrieve 
the requested data from. The available information 
sources 1Si, . . . , IS, store site-relations si, . . . , sn that 
are described using conservative views VT, . . . , vh and 
liberal views vi, . . . , vk. Using these descriptions, 
the information broker needs to translate the user 
query into a query that can be answered by querying 
the information sources and possibly internally post- 
processing the results. Let us call a query that only 
involves site-relations and built-in predicates a retriev- 
able query. In the following, we are going to define 
three important properties of retrievable queries: se- 
mantical correctness, source-completeness, and view- 
minimality. The algorithms presented in (Qian 1996; 
Levy, Rajaraman, & Ordille 1996a; 1996b; Duschka & 
Genesereth 1997a; 1997b) generate semantically cor- 
rect and source-complete retrievable queries. We will 
show how these algorithms 
guarantee view-minimality. 

can be extended to also 

Semantical correctness 

The most basic requirement a retrievable query r must 
satisfy in order to qualify as an answer to a user query 
Q is that every tuple reported to the user by executing 
r does satisfy q. A retrievable query r is semantically 
correct with respect to a user query q, if r is contained 
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in Q for all instances of the site-relations Sl,*-*, sn con- 
sistent with the given conservative and liberal views. 

Example 3 
in 1991 that 

Assume a user 
are offered for 

asks for used cars built 
sale below their current 

market value: 

q(Ma, MO, Mi, Pr, Ph) : - 
cars-for-sale(Ma, MO, 1991, Mi, Pr, Ph), 
bluebook(Ma, MO, 1991, Vu), Pr < Vu 

In addition to the two information sources in exam- 
ple 2, the information broker might have access to the 
used car classifieds of the San Francisco Chronicle and 
the San Jose Mercury News. These two information 
sources don’t guarantee any local completeness, and 
are therefore only described by the following liberal 
views: 

z~i~~(Ma, MO, Ye, Mi, Pr, Ph) : - 
cars-for-sade(Ma, MO, Ye, Mi, Pr, Ph) 

vijmn(Mu, MO, Ye, Mi, Pr, Ph) : - 
cars-for-sade(Ma, MO, Ye, Mi, Pr, Ph) 

The retrievable query 

rl(Ma, MO, Mi, Pr, Ph) : - 
s,f,(Mu, MO, 1991, Mi, Pr, Ph), 
sbmw(Ma, MO, 1991, Vu), Pr < Va 

is semantically correct with respect to q. It is essential 
to add the selection on year and price range in order 
for the query to be semantically correct. We assume 
that information sources have the capability of equality 
selection. Therefore, the selection of used cars built 
in 1991 can be pushed to the sources. However, the 
selection on the price range needs to be added as a 
post-processing step in the information broker. 0 

Source-completeness 

A user will 
information 

hardly be satisfied by an answer from 
broker th at is guaranteed merely to 

semantically correct. For example, answering with 
the empty set is always semantically correct. Indeed, 
users require that they obtain all information from the 
broker that they could get by manually checking the 
sources. The notion of source-completeness formalizes 
this demand for a “best possible” retrievable query. A 
retrievable query r is source-complete if every seman- 
tically correct retrievable query r’ is contained in r for 
all instances of the site-relations si, . . . , s, consistent 
with the given conservative and liberal views. 

Example 4 The retrievable query in example 4 is not 
source-complete. A used BMW offered for sale in the 
San Jose Mercury News, for example, will not be con- 
tained in the answer of r1 although it might be in the 
answer of the retrievable query 

rz(Ma, MO, Mi, Pr, Ph) : - 
s,j,,(Ma, MO, 1991, Mi, Pr, Ph), 
sbmw(Ma, MO, 1991, Vu), Pr < Vu. 

The union of the retrievable queries rl and r2 is still 
not source-complete, because all cars in the answer are 
manufactured by BMW. Information source ISi,f, can 
be used to also consider cars of other manufacturers: 

rs(Ma, MO, Mi, Pr, Ph) : - 
s,f,(Mu, MO, 1991, Mi, Pr, Ph), 
sinfo(Mu, MO, 1991, Vu), Pr < Vu. 

r4(Ma, MO, Mi, Pr, Ph) : - 
ssfnan(Ma, MO, 1991, Mi, Pr, Ph), 
sinfo(Mar MO, 1991, Vu), Pr < Vu. 

The retrievable query that returns the union oh r2, 

r3, and r4 is indeed source-complete. •J 

View-minimality 
By just executing all semantically correct retrievable 
queries, assuming there is only a finite number, and re- 
porting the union of all answers to the user, the given 
answer would be guaranteed to be source-complete. 
On the other hand, much information might be re- 
trieved redundantly from several information sources. 
A retrievable query requiring considerably fewer in- 
formation sources might still be source-complete. A 
retrievable query r is view-minimal if every semanti- 
cally correct and source-complete retrievable query r’ 
queries at least as many information sources as r. 

Example 5 Because ISi,f, is guaranteed to store all 
information for cars built after 1990, there is no infor- 
mation in the BMW database for cars built in 1991 
that could not be found in ISi,f,. Therefore, retriev- 
able queries r1 and r2 are redundant. The retrievable 
query that is semantically correct, source-complete, 
and view-minimal is the union of r3 and r4. 0 

Computing with source descriptions 

Preliminaries 

A conjunctive query is an expression of the form 

4(X) : - m(Z), * *. J-%$L>, 
where pi,. . . , pn are relation names, and x, xi ,. . . , x, 
are tuples of variables and constants such that any vari- 
able appearing in X appears also in Xi, . . . , X,. 

In this paper, liberal views are conjunctive queries. 
Conservative views and user queries can be unions of 
conjunctive queries. Moreover, conservative views and 
user queries can contain built-in order predicates like 
“<V , “=,7 , and O#,, . 

Let us denote by q(D) the result of evaluating query 
q on database D. Given two queries q1 and 42, we 

say that q1 is contained in q2 if for every database D, 
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ql(D) is contained in aa( Algorithms for testing 
containment of conjunctive queries, unions of conjunc- 
tive queries, and unions of conjunctive queries with 
built-in order predicates are described in (Chandra & 
Merlin 1977), (Sagiv & Yannakakis 1980), and (Klug 
1988) respectively. 

Need for syntactic criteria 

Given conservative and liberal views ZJ~, . . . , vi, 
?I;,..., vh and a user query 4, the goal is to generate a 
query r that satisfies the following four conditions: 

(retrievability) 
predicates. 

r uses only sl,... 7 fb2 and built-in 

(semantical correctness) For every database D, over 
the world-relations and every database D, over the 
site-relations with ~‘(0~) C D, & vz(DW), r(DS) is 
contained in q(DW). 

(source-completeness) For every database D, over 
the world-relations and every database D, over the 
site-relations with v”(DW) E D, E v’(DW), r’(DS) 
is contained in r(D,) for every semantically correct 
retrievable query r’. 

(view-minimality) jr1 5 Jr”] for every semantically 
correct and source-complete retrievable query r”. 

Here Irl denotes the number of information sources re- 
quired in the retrievable query r. 

The test of both semantical correctness and source- 
completeness is relative to databases D, over the site- 
relations with the restriction that v’(D,) c D, E 
v’( DW) The only way to effectively test semantical cor- 
rectness and source-completeness is to use the descrip- 
tions of the site-relations given by the conservative and 
liberal views. We therefore have to develop criteria for 
semantical correctness and source-completeness that 
do not refer to a restricted set of databases over the 
site-relations. 

Syntactic criterion for semantical 
correctness 
In order to test semantical correctness it is necessary 
to test containment of a retrievable query in a user 
query. Retrievable queries are formulated in terms of 
site-relations. User queries, on the other hand, are for- 
mulated in terms of world-relations. In order to com- 
pare queries in different languages, we have to trans- 
late one into the language of the other. Let us denote a 
retrievable query r requiring site-relations sil, . . . , sik 
as r[si, , . . . , sik]. Replacing each occurrence of sij by 
the corresponding body of the definition of ~1, yields 
r[wf, , . . . , wi,] which we denote as r[s I+ v’]. 

Example 6 If r is the retrievable query 

r(X,Y) :- sl(X,Z), sz(Z,Y,c), X < 100 

and the liberal views corresponding to site-relations s1 
and sz are 

v:(X, Y) : - pl(X, Y, 2, d) and 

z&(X, Y, 2) : - P2K 3, P3K q, 
then r[s H v’] denotes the query 

r[s ++ 4(X, Y> : - 14(x, 2, z’, d), ~2(z, Y>, 
p3(Y, c), x < 100. 

Cl 

Semantical correctness requires that the answer of 
a retrievable query is guaranteed to satisfy the given 
user query. Because the site-relations themselves are 
unknown to the information broker, they must be as- 
sumed to be possibly as large as indicated by the liberal 
views. This intuition motivates the following syntactic 
characterization of semantical correctness: 

Theorem 1 A retrievable query r is semantically cor- 
rect with respect to q if and only if r[s H v’] is con- 
tained in q. 
Proof. If r is semantically correct with respect to q, 
then for every database D, over the world-relations, 
r(D,) 5 q(D,) for the database D, = v’(DW) over the 
site-relations, and therefore r[s I-+ v’] c q. If T is not 
semantically correct with respect to q, then there is a 
database D, over the world-relations, a database D, 
over the site-relations with v”(D,) C_ D, c v’( D,), 
and a tuple t in r(DS) that is not in q(DW). Since 
unions of conjunctive queries are monotone, adding tu- 
ples to D, until D, = ZJ’( D, ) will not delete t from 
r(DS). Therefore, r[s c--+ v’] is not contained in q. •I 

Syntactic criterion for source-completeness 
Intuitively, a retrievable query r is source-complete if 
all information asked for by a user query and avail- 
able from site-relations is retrieved. No other seman- 
tically correct retrievable query should be able to re- 
trieve more information than r. We were able to for- 
mulate a syntactic criterion for semantical correctness 
by replacing all occurrences of site-relations by their 
liberal descriptions. One might hope to find a simi- 
lar criterion for source-completeness. If r’[s t-+ s’] is 
contained in r[s I+ ~1’1, then r’ does not need to be re- 
trieved, because all information that might possibly be 
retrieved using r’ is guaranteed to be retrieved using 
r. This observation suggests that source-completeness 
of r might be equivalent to the condition “r’[s H v’] 
is contained in r[s H UC] for all semantically correct 
retrievable queries r”‘. This condition is sufficient for 
source-completeness. It is not necessary, however, as 
can be seen from the following example. 
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Example ‘7 Assume there are three site-relations de- 
scribed by the following conservative and liberal views: 

w;(x) :- Pl (X), Pa(X, 4 

4(X> : - Pl(W, P2(X, q 

4(X) : - m(X), Pz(X, Y) 

~;<x> : - m(X) 

4(X) : - P3(X, 4 

$dx> : - P3(X, Y) 

Given the user query 

q(X) :- Pi(X), Ps(X, 2) 

the two retrievable queries 

n(X) :- Sl(X), s3(X) 

q(X) :- s2(X), s3w 

are semantically correct with 

and 

respect to q. Retrievable 
query ~2 is source-complete, because site-relation sr is 
guaranteed to be contained in site-relation ~2. How- 
ever, 

ds - aw : - m(X), pa(X, Y), ps(X, 2) 

is not contained in 

4s - ~“l(w : - n(X), p2(X, Y), p3(X, a). 

Cl 

The problem in example 7 is that site-relation ss ap- 
pears both in ri and in ~2. Although ss is of course 
contained in sg , V$ is not contained in $. A small 
variation on this idea, however, provides us with a 
syntactic criterion for source-completeness. If Y is a 
retrievable query, then let r[s H SAV’] be the result of 
replacing every site-relation si in T with the conjunc- 
tion of si and the corresponding body of the definition 
of vf . Let T[S H s V v’] be the result of replacing every 
site-relation si in r with the disjunction of si and the 
corresponding body of the definition of wi. 

Example 8 Continuing with example 7, ~1 [s ++ SAV’] 
denotes the query 

?=+++sAwZ](X) :- Sl(X), s3(X), m(X) 

P2W Y), Ps(K 2) 

and r2[~ H SVTI’] denotes the query r21 Ur22lJr23Ur24 

with 

7=21(X) :- s2(X), s3(X) 

r22(X) :- s2 (XL Ps(K 4 

r23(x) :-- Pi(x), p2(x,y), s3(x) 

r24(x) : - m(X)7 P2W7 n Ps(X, 4 

Because ri [s H s A v’] is contained in ~23, r-1 [s H s A d] 
is contained in r2[s I+ s V ~1’1. As we will show in the 
following theorem, this implies that r1 is redundant. 0 

Although both r[ s ++ s A ~‘1 and r[s ++ s V v’] still 
contain site-relations, we can use these two notions for 
a syntactic criterion for source-completeness. The rea- 
son is that database D, is no longer constrained to 
satisfy vc(DW) 2 D, E vf(DW), but can be chosen ar- 
bitrarily. This means that each site-relation can be 
treated as just another world-relation, and contain- 
ment can be tested without referring to a restricted 
set of databases over the site-relations. 

Theorem 2 A retrievabde query r is source-complete 
if and only if for every retrievable query r’ with r’[s I+ 
v’] C q, r’[s I+ s A v’] is contained in r[s I-+ s V w”]. 

ROOK Let r be a source-complete retriev- 
able query, and assume r’ is a retrievable query with 
r’[s H w’] C q. Let D, be an arbitrary database over 
the world-relations and D, an arbitrary database over 
the site-relations, and let 0: be (D,UvC(D,))nv’(D,). 
Then 0: satisfies vc(DW) c 0: g v’(D,). Because by 
theorem 1, r’ is semantically correct it follows that 
r’[s H s Ad](D,, D,) C_ r’(Di) C r(D:) C_ r[s I--J 
s V vc](DW, D,). Therefore, r’[s H s A ~‘1 is contained 
in r[s H s V ~‘1. For the opposite direction, assume 
r’[s H s A z?] is contained in r[s I+ s V tic] for every 
retrievable query with r’[s H v’] 5 q. Let r” be a 
semantically correct retrievable query and let D, and 
D, be databases over the world- and site-relations re- 
spectively with vc(DW) C D, C_ v’(D,). By theorem 
1, r”[s H ~‘1 C q and therefore r”(D,) G r”[s I+ 
s A v’](D,, D,) C r[s w s V vc](DW, DS) E r(DS). 
Therefore, r is source-complete. cl 

Query plan optimization 
In general, there will be infinitely many retrievable 
queries r’ with r’[s H v’] c q. It therefore seems 
as if the criterion for source-completeness is not effec- 
tive. However, it is sufficient to only consider the finite 
number of conjunctive retrievable queries generated by 
the algorithm in, for example, (Qian 1996). Applied to 
a conjunctive query q and the liberal views vi, . . . , v;, 
Qian’s algorithm produces a set of conjunctive retriev- 
able queries, denoted folding(q, v’), with the following 
properties: 

(i) r[s H v’] E q for every r E foZding(q,v’). 

(ii) For every conjunctive retrievable query r’ with 
r’[s H v’] E q, r’ C r for some r E foZding(q, v’). 

By theorem 1, the first property guarantees that 
each conjunctive retrievable query in foZding(q, v’) 
is semantically correct with respect to q. There- 
fore, the union of all conjunctive retrievable queries 
in folding(q, VI), denoted U fodding(q, VI), is semanti- 
cally correct. The second property states that for every 
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semantically correct conjunctive retrievable query r’ 
and every database D, over the site-relations, r’(Ds) 
is contained in UfoZding(q, w’)(D$). It follows that 
specifically for databases D, satisfying V’ ( DW) C D, C 
vl(DW) for some database D, over the world-relations, 
r’(Ds) is contained in U foZding(q, v’)(D,). There- 
fore U foZding(q, 2~‘) is source-complete. The sec- 
ond property has a further implication. A query r’ 
that is contained in a query T requires the same site- 
relations as T, and possibly more. It follows that there 
is a semantically correct, source-complete, and view- 
minimal retrievable query of the form UiE1 ri with 
ri E foZding(q, d) for all i E I. 

Information brokers that do not have any local com- 
pleteness information have to retrieve a query equiva- 
lent to U foZding(q, v’) in order to guarantee source- 
completeness. However, U foZding( q, v’) is in general 
not view-minimal. By using the local completeness in- 
formation given by the conservative views, conjunctive 
queries can be removed from foZding( q, w’) without los- 
ing source-completeness. The following theorem gives 
the crucial criterion for identifying the proper subset of 
foZding(q, w’) that is both source-complete and view- 
minimal. 

Theorem 3 If UjEJ rj is a semanticcNy correct 8 re- 
trievable query that contains every semanticlidly ‘correCt 
retrievable query, then for every I g J satisfying 

U rj[s+-+sAv’] C_ Ur~[sHsVd], (*) 
jeJ-I iEI 

the retrievabde query UiEr ri is source-compbete. More- 
over, if I is chosen as the set minimizing the number of 
information sources required in UiE1 ri and satisfying 
(*A then &I ri is view-minimal. 

Proof. Because Uj~ J rj contains all semantically 
correct retrievable queries we have 

r’(Ds) c U rj(Ds) 
jEJ 

5 U rj[s H s A v’](DW, Ds) 
jEJ-I 

u u ri[s H s V wc](DW, D,) 
iEI 

C Ur&t--tsV~e](LDs) 

iEI 

- u c(R) 
iEI 

for all databases D, and D, over the world- and site- 
relations respectively with vc(DW) C D, C v’(D,). 
Therefore, UaE1 ri is source-complete. Let I’ be a 

subset of J such that UaEr, ri is semantically cor- 
rect, source-complete, and view-minimal. Because I’ 
satisfies condition (*) by theorem 2, UiE1 ri requires 
the same number of information sources as UIEI, ri. 
Therefore, UiE1 ri is view-minimal. cl 

Theorem 3 immediately suggests an algorithm 
for finding semantically correct, source-complete and 
view-minimal retrievable queries given conjunctive 
user queries without built-in predicates. First, com- 
pute foZding(q, v[), and then find a subset R of 
foZding(q, v’) requiring the least number of site- 
relations such that U(foZcZing(q, w’) - R)[s H s A v’] is 
contained in U R[s H s V we]. Then U R is the desired 
retrievable query. 

This special case can be easily generalized to handle 
unions of conjunctive queries with built-in predicates 
as user queries. User queries then are of the form 

where the qr ‘s are conjunctive queries in terms of 
world-relations without built-in predicates, and the 
4:‘s are conjunctive queries consisting only of built-in 
predicates. In this case, 

u (u foldin&?, u’) A 4;) 
jEJ 

is semantically correct with respect to q and contains 
all retrievable queries that are semantically correct 
with respect to q. Again, theorem 3 can be applied 
to find a subset R of the set of conjunctive retrievable 
queries in this union such that U R is source-complete 
and view-minimal. 

Related work 
Levy (Levy 1996) uses local completeness information 
to test whether a query plan is complete, but doesn’t 
consider query optimization. In (Kirk et al. 1995), 
Kirk et al. claim to have an algorithm that makes use 
of local completeness information and guarantees view- 
minimality. Their algorithm first determines the part 
of a user query that is known to be stored completely 
by some information sources. It selects a minimal set 
of information sources that provide this part of the 
query. In a second step, every information source that 
might contribute some data to the remaining part of 
the query is added. This algorithm doesn’t guaran- 
tee view-minimality, however, as can be seen from the 
following counterexample. Consider three information 
SOurCeS Isnew, Isbmw, and IShonda that store frag- 
ments of the bluebook relation from example 2. IS,,, 
stores all information for cars built in 1997, and noth- 
ing else. Isbmw and IShonda store information for cars 
built by BMW and Honda respectively. They are com- 
plete for information on cars built by BMW and Honda 
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respectively in 1997. Suppose a user requests current 
market values for cars built by BMW and Honda. The 
part of the query that is guaranteed to be stored is the 
fragment of the bluebook relation for the year 1997. 
Gleul alone guarantees to provide this fragment. For 
the remaining part of the query though, ISbmzu and 
IShonda have to be included. Therefore, the query 
plan resulting from the algorithm in (Kirk et al. 1995) 
accesses all three information sources. However, this 
query plan is not view-minimal, because it is sufficient 
to only request information from the BMW and the 
Honda database. 

Approximating a relation by two views is studied in 
the context of predicate caching (Keller & Basu 1996) 
and in relation to the question of whether datalog 
programs can be approximated by unions of conjunc- 
tive queries (Chaudhuri 1993; Chaudhuri & Kolaitis 
1994). Our terminonolgy of “conservative” and “lib- 
eral” views is adopted from (Keller & Basu 1996). The 
work of Chaudhuri in (Chaudhuri 1993) and Chaud- 
huri and Kolaitis in (Chaudhuri & Kolaitis 1994) is 
of interest here because it points to limitations of the 
source-centric approach. If for example an informa- 
tion source stores the transitive closure of a predicate 
p, then there are no nonrecursive views that could be 
used as close approximations of this site-relation. 

Conclusion 
We considered the problem of query plan optimization 
in the source-centric approach to information integra- 
tion. We showed how local completeness information 
can be used to avoid redundant accesses to informa- 
tion sources. Our algorithm proceeds in two steps. 
In the first step, a semantically correct and source- 
complete retrievable query plan is generated using one 
of the algorithms in (Qian 1996; Levy, Rajaraman, & 
Ordille 1996a; 1996b; Duschka & Genesereth 1997a; 
1997b). In the second step, redundant parts of this 
retrievable query plan are eliminated. The resulting 
query plan is guaranteed to be semantically correct, 
source-complete, and view-minimal. 
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